


What have those "roles" got in
common? Simple. When was

the last time you heard anybody
say, "I am a lousy salesperson" or "I
am a terrible driver" or "I am a
useless parent" 

The truth is, you probably
haven't.

But let me tell you what those
three roles actually do have in
common: Most people believe that
you only need to be taught once,
and then you have those skills for
life.

You are taught to drive, you pass
your test, and that's it.

You become a parent, you learn
how parenting works, and then you
have as many children as you like,
assuming that if you raise one you
must know all there is to know
about the job.

You decide on a career in sales,
you are sent off on a training
course, and that's it, you are now
qualified to sell for the rest of your
life - really? Even the major
corporations who once insisted on
a twelve-month induction program
have reduced that to around two
weeks - if you are lucky.

Times change: Driving today

requires a completely different set
of skills than twenty years ago.
There is more traffic; faster cars;
less consideration. It is open
warfare out their on the roads and it
has become the survival of the
fittest. Think you can drive? Try
navigating Place de l'toile in Paris,
any time of day - but be sure to
pack spare underwear and a huge
helping of Valium!

Parenting is no different: The
skills required in this age of "instant
gratification" Internet and social
media are much more challenging
than when I was growing up. All my
mother had to worry about then was
if I had put my bike away, and how
bad the grazes were on my knees
from playing footie (soccer) all day.

However, all of that is nothing
compared to the changes we have
witnessed in the sales space over
the past five - three even - years.

We have moved on a long way
from believing in that peddler
mentality of merely demonstrating
products and expanding on their
features. We got to realize that a
flashy sales presentation alone
alienates rather than persuades.
We are using sophisticated

software these days to hunt down
our prospects. We are engaging on
social media sites, and collecting
lots of followers.

But, have we got better at
selling? Have we regularly updated
our skills to cope with the new more
educated, savvier buyer of today?
Are we selling more than we used
to? Are we murdering our quotas?

No! In fact, completely the
opposite. Sales achievement levels
are plummeting. Levels of
professional salesmanship have
never been so bad. How do I know
that? Like you, companies are
trying to sell to me every day.

Can we arrest the downward
spiral? Yes. 

How? We need to re-think our
sales enablement strategies, and
give our front-line troops the
weapons they need to win the war -
because right now, they are not
even guaranteed to win minor
skirmishes on a regular basis.

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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So You Think You Are a Great
Salesperson, Driver, Parent …..
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Sales technology has had a
stunning impact on sales force

effectiveness. Smart phones
themselves are revolutionizing the
productivity of sales people. And
while still in the early stages, tools
are changing how we sell. 

Matt Heinz is the president of
Heinz Marketing Inc. He describes

his team as “sales pipeline people”.
Their singular focus is on driving
sales pipeline contribution by
building more predictable and
sustainable pipelines. Matt’s
background in journalism has
served him well. The underlying
need behind all technology is good
content. Journalists are trained to

turn content into stories, and Matt
looks at the buyer’s journey as a
story. He works with his clients to
ensure that their stories are ones
customers care about and motivate
them to act. 

Sales tools, he says, are a way
to help sales reps tell their story.
Matt sees the days of a one-size fits
all sales process as over. Sales
tools provide the ability to
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Work the Right Sales Technology to Work
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customize/personalize for specific
buyers in an automated or semi-
automated way based on buyer
signals and trigger events. Sales
reps can use these insights to
respond to and predict what buyers
need next. 

Sales tools can dramatically
scale sales reps’ ability to execute
and automate fairly repetitious and
predictable activities. They can help
sales reps manage individual
relationships with exponentially
more prospects without taking more
time. By automating activities that
have a level of predictability and
consistency, such as follow-up and
organizing the pipeline, sales reps
are given more time to sell.
Leveraging the technologies
available not only helps sales reps
be more successful, but it also
creates a far better buying
experience for customers. 

Technology is a broad term
covering everything from CRMs to
desktop applications, to social
media and outreach tools. It
includes 1300+ sales tools. A big
challenge for sales leaders is to
identify and prioritize the tools that
are best for their organizations in
culture, sales process and needs.
Matt feels there are a handful of
tools and apps that are really well
done which allow sales reps to
engage with prospects and
customers more actively,
frequently, and personally. 

For example, it is not possible to
have a conversation about tools
without talking about LinkedIn and
the enormous strides they continue
to make in their product strategy to
provide sales reps with immediate
access to their entire sphere of

influence and real time access to
buying signals and trigger events.
Because every sales rep has a
process, and it can be daunting to
track where he or she is with each
opportunity, a tool such as Cadence
from Salesloft gives a salesperson
a checklist to follow every day with
reminders. Instead of trying to
figure out what to do, sales reps
can spend time executing. Tellwise
is a highly engaging multi-channel
platform that facilitates better
engagement with prospects by
helping them send better emails
and engage in real time chats as
prospects look at materials…
Kitedesk works across CRMs and
calendars to allow salespeople to
focus on the most important
opportunities by filtering emails
related to those opportunities.
Highspot is a fast and precise tool
that helps sales reps find the right
content from marketing to help
eliminate all the guesswork and
time sales reps waste searching for
information. Mobile apps that

enable sales reps to manage their
CRMs remotely reduce the need for
them to spend hours back at their
desks updating their CRMs. Matt
understands the potential of sales
tools in helping sales reps sell more
and close more deals in the same
amount of time. 

It’s Not the Tool—It’s the
Problem It Solves
But the big message from Matt in
selecting tools is, instead of
thinking about what the tools do,
organizations must start by thinking
about how their sales organizations
can be more efficient and profit
from the tools. 

He laid out his triple play
framework: Selection, Launch and
Adoption, and Optimization and
Measurement. The framework
enables sales organizations and
sales reps to leverage technology
and select the right tools for gaining
the most rapid and consistent
impact from the tools they select.

Selection
Start by evaluating your sales
process and needs. Identify what
problems need to be solved and
what roadblocks must be removed
to increase active selling time and
make your sales reps more
effective and more efficient. A big
mistake Matt sees is sales leaders
ask What does the tool do? When
they should be asking What
problem(s) does the tool solve? For
example, if they have great leads
but the sales force is inconsistent in
lead follow-up, the task is to find a
tool that can increase the
consistency and speed of follow-up.
To hone in on priority problems,

Too often Matt sees
companies that “let the

tail wag the dog” in
that, while a lot of
technology sounds
fantastic, they buy

technology and try to
shoehorn it into their
strategy and end up

disappointed.



The Linda Richardson Interview

they need to ask questions such as
How much time does it take our
sales reps to update their CRM?

The goal is to find the five or six
tools or the number that is right for
your organization in order to solve
your problems, which does not
make unnecessary work for sales
reps. Matt finds the best
organizations have as few tools as
possible, not as a matter of
principle, but because they
carefully select them based on
measurable objectives. Too often
Matt sees companies that “let the
tail wag the dog” in that, while a lot
of technology sounds fantastic,
they buy technology and try to
shoehorn it into their strategy and
end up disappointed.

Selection of the right tools is a
team sport. In the best
organizations, sales and marketing
are integrated, and the pipeline is
treated as one. While it’s the job of
sales leadership to identify the
problems that have to be solved
and sales operations often is the
group to identify tools and
solutions, without taking big blocks
of time from sales reps, sales reps
can triage the needs that have to be
solved and then confirm that the
tools about to be purchased
addresses those needs. 

Launch and Adoption
An effective launch requires a crisp
plan that delineates integration of
the tool with other technologies, the
sale process, and the sales team.
The launch serves two purposes: 1)
to help sales reps understand how
to use the tools and 2) even more
importantly, to help sales reps
understand why the tool is needed

and what results it will produce for
them, the customer, and the
organization. 

The key is to provide explicit
steps for driving adoption. Repeat
the message in sales meetings,
share best practices, and recognize
early successes as proof that the
tool is working to solve the problem.
Set clear metrics such as by x date
y% of the sale force will be using
the tool. Matt was emphatic:
“Nailing the launch is important, but
nailing the reinforcement is even
more important.” 

Optimization and Measurement
Most tools require adjustment. By
knowing what metrics you are
looking for, and what problems you
are trying to solve, you can
measure adoption - for example,
the percentage of sales reps that
follow the process. But it is more
important to measure impact.

The challenge he sees for sales
leadership is not just in buying the
right tools and rolling them out to
the team. Matt sees many
organizations do what he considers
to be the worse mistake by letting a
tool that is not working linger. Then
to make matters even worse, they
move on to “a new shiny tool” which
can further confuse and burden the
sales force. He underscores that if
you are not seeing the impact you
want, step back and evaluate how
the tool is being used, evaluate the
content being put into the tool, and
look into how it is being applied by
the sales force. Sometimes, with

the best intentions, a tool will not
work and in that case Matt says,
“Shut it down.” To make sure the
tool is doing what you want it to do,
build a regular cycle of evaluation
into your launch plan.

Although the likelihood of
reaching quota is four or five time
higher for sales reps who take
advantage of technology than for
those that don’t, Matt points out
that only a small percentage of
sales reps have surrounded
themselves with the tools that can
make them more successful. He
views this as a sales leadership
issue and works with his clients to
help them put the right tools in the
hands of their sales reps. Matt is a
champion of finding the right
technology solutions that build
predictable pipelines, lower
acquisition costs, and enable sales
reps and sales organizations to be
more successful. 

Advice from Matt:
For Sales Leaders - Know your
objectives. Know what problem you
are trying to solve with technology.
Constantly measure the
effectiveness of what you are
doing.

For Sales Reps - Understand
what percentage of your time you
spend actively selling. Identify the
specific roadblocks that are
keeping you from spending more
time selling and put a focus on
minimizing those things.                  n
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For sales reps, sales acceleration
tools increase their

understanding about prospects’
needs and interests; where
prospects are in the buying process;
and let them more easily spot key
decision makers. For sales
managers, sales acceleration tools
help them know whether their sales
reps are focusing on the right
prospects and are effective in their
outreach; whether their team’s
forecast is accurate; and how they
can scale processes.

These criteria remain
fundamentally unchanged from 5,
10, or 20 years ago, but meeting
them has become increasingly
difficult. With buyers learning about,
evaluating, and obtaining referrals
for products and services online, the
B2B model is rapidly becoming
“Amazonized.”

To accommodate these
changes, best-in-class companies
are adopting new approaches to get
the data that they need to serve
customers better. In doing so, the

latest research reveals that they’re
moving ahead of the pack.

New Aberdeen Group research
pinpoints sales tools of the
best-in-class
By using analytics and automation,
leading companies are gaining the
competitive advantage. New
research findings from Aberdeen
Group show these companies,
when compared to other
organizations, are seeing up to:

l  71% increase in achieving
company revenue targets

l  18% shorter average sales
cycles

Aberdeen Group cites “automated
engagement tracking software” or
AETS as key to their success. At a
basic level, Aberdeen defines AETS

With clearly defined quarterly and annual quotas, most
sales teams understand where they need to go. But does
everyone on the team understand the best way to get
there? Sales acceleration tools can help by serving as a
digital compass for sales organizations, so everyone on
the team gets to the same destination

A Digital Compass to Get to Your
Sales Destination



Suresh Balasubramanian

as “a user-friendly tool allowing both
marketers and sellers to
understand, in real-time, the extent
to which individual e-mail messages
or attachments are consumed and
actioned by their buyers.”

Aberdeen says that best-in-class
organizations are 24% more likely
than all other organizations to have
these tools in place. With the real-
time insights that these tools deliver
on content engagement, companies
using them are seeing across-the-
board increases in revenue, quota
achievement, and lead acceptance
rates.

Analytics answer key
questions to close deals faster 
Leveraging prescriptive analytics,
sales acceleration tools answer key
questions for both sales reps and
sales managers to help speed an
organization’s selling process.
Companies are able to close deals
faster with:

l  A better understanding about
how to personalize messaging and
content to different customer
interests 
l  Greater visibility into sales rep
performance and how they are
engaging with prospects
l  Increased insight into the sales
processes that deliver the most
success for the team, so they can
be repeated across the organization

Automation gets reps to full
productivity fast
Automation is a key component of
sales acceleration tools. With
automated processes, such as
email templates and group email
capability, reps can quickly send out

customized emails to a group of
prospects. This gives them more
time to spend prospecting – rather
than writing emails – increasing
team productivity by decreasing the
time that sales reps spend on non-
core selling activity.

Scalability has also become a
big concern for today’s sales
organizations. As organizations
grow, getting new reps to full
productivity fast is critical. With
automated processes, such as
giving new reps a series of emails to
use at different stages of the
purchasing process, organizations
can speed the on-boarding process
and scale faster and more easily.

Personalization delivers
proven results
Sales acceleration tools can deliver
vast amounts of customer data.
Companies gain the greatest value
by taking that data and applying it to
personalize and enhance the
customer experience. By taking
messaging and tailoring it based on
a customer’s particular needs, sales
teams are empowered to close
more deals.

Not surprisingly, the best-in-class
companies place a high priority on
personalized content. Aberdeen’s
report states that these top
companies “aggressively align
marketing and sales activities
around content development,
management, and deployment, to
their mutual benefit.” 

To achieve this end, they give
sales reps the ability to customize

buyer content through sales
enablement platforms. By letting
reps personalize prepared content,
these companies are seeing up to
21% stronger lead acceptance rate
and a 36% higher conversion
average. 

Set your team up for success
Organizations need to give their
teams the right compass to get to
their destination. By showing
managers what content, emails, or
email sequences get the best
response rates, sales acceleration
tools help organizations repeat the
process on similar accounts with
other reps. With insight into these
patterns and behaviors, managers
can also train reps to be more
effective by emulating the most
successful processes.

In addition, sales reps require
real-time insights to gain
understanding about prospects’
needs – and where they are in the
buying process. This lets them
personalize outreach to increase
sales effectiveness.

With analytics and automation at
their core, sales acceleration tools
give sales organizations a digital
compass to get them to their
destination faster and in an
organized, repeatable manner.

Learn more in the complete
Aberdeen report, “Engage,
Personalize, Analyze, Win …
Repeat.” n
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Social selling is a hot buzzword
in the B2B selling space, but

it’s one that is often
misunderstood. Social selling goes
beyond just technology utilization
to place the customer experience
ahead of the sales pitch, helping to
build meaningful relationships. In
today’s increasingly connected
world, the power of social media
can help sales forces relate to and
engage more intelligently with
buyers. 

How do we know social is
actually worth our time and not just
a distraction from selling? Well,

research from IDC reports that
social buying is directly correlated
with buying influence – the social
B2B buyer is more senior, has a
larger budget, makes more
frequent purchases, and has
greater control over the decision.
For the B2B seller, this means
shorter selling cycles, larger deals,
more productive sales teams, and
increases in revenue (up to 10-
15%!). As Dale Carnegie asserts in
his book, How to Win Friends and
Influence People, the two keys to
success are building relationships
and changing the way people think.

Social selling serves to accomplish
both.

I recently held a panel
discussion with several leaders in
the social selling arena about how
to embrace social selling
technologies and leverage social
media throughout the sales cycle.
Mike Kunkle from GE Capital, Keith
Burrows from Lattice Engines, and
Melanie Barrett from Vision Critical
brought a wealth of insight into how
social selling helps reps and their
teams to sell more effectively. A
few key takeaways stood out as
recurring themes in our discussion:

Every minute, there are 350,000 tweets and 290,000 Facebook updates; every second,
two new members join LinkedIn. These numbers are impressive, and they aren’t static or
declining – they are growing rapidly. Today, prospects and customers are just a click
away, and modern day companies must adapt their sales strategies to attract these next-
generation buyers.

The Case for Social Selling & How
to be Successful 



Peter Mollins

1)  Social Selling is Not a Fad
Social selling is not just a fad but a
fundamental shift in the way we
communicate. Gen Y is projected to
account for 75% of the workforce by
2025, and socially active buyers
demand socially prepared vendors.
They want to have immediate
access to information and expect the
vendor to offer insights, meaning
that digital channels are here to stay.
That means that a lead today can be
a complaint on Twitter, a question on
LinkedIn, or a discussion on a
Facebook page. 

The use of social media in sales
allows reps to engage with potential
customers without interrupting their
daily lives with cold calls and hard
sells. In fact, a Harvard Business
Review article reports that 90% of C-
level executives never respond to
these tactics. According to Keith
Burrows, having social selling skills
helps reps to better understand their
audience so that they can engage in
a relevant and meaningful way, add
value to the conversation, and guide
the selling process.

2)  Effective Social Selling
Requires Training
Reps who use social selling are 6x
more likely to attain quota, yet only 1
in 4 reps receives training on it and
only 1/3 of companies have a social
selling strategy in place. These are
missed opportunities! And social
selling training doesn’t just apply to
how to use the tools – it’s also
learning how to challenge the
buyers. Mike Kunkle suggests that
when training goes beyond the
functional how-tos, sales reps can
learn how to apply social selling
through the entire sales process.

“We have this opportunity to do the
research, collect more information,
build the relationships – all through
social channels.” 

Melanie reiterated, “It’s important
to have the training structures in
place in order to coach and train
your sales reps on not only building
relationships but doing that through
social media outlets – it’s a more
effective way to sell.” Social selling is
not a place for a hard sell – it’s a
place to build trust and credibility
and offer guidance. This deviation
from more traditional selling is key in
converting relationships into revenue.

3)  Social Selling Can Open
Untapped Opportunities
The discussion frequently returned
to the importance of challenging and
engaging your prospects. Melanie
proposed that social selling is “less
about using social media efforts to
sell your product or services and
more about using those outlets to
socialize an idea that will challenge
your buyers to think differently”. For
many B2B vendors, a ‘Challenger’-
type sale is required, or rather, an
approach that is willing to upset the
status quo for your prospects and
customers. 

To get started, the Mike
recommends employing the 3 Ps: 

Presence – Even if you aren’t
actively looking for buyers, that
doesn’t mean that they aren’t
looking for you. For B2B companies,
it’s particularly important to be on
LinkedIn.

Profile – Create a compelling
profile that will make a great first
impression. Use a professional
photo, highlight key experiences
that validate your authority, and
incorporate relevant keywords
throughout. 

Participation - Add value by
contributing relevant, non-sales-
oriented insights, answering
questions, retweeting posts, and
commenting on blog articles. An
added bonus is that you are
positioning yourself as a subject
matter expert and trustworthy
resource, adding credibility to both
your personal brand and your
company. In fact, 92% of buyers
are willing to engage with a sales
rep who is known as an industry
thought leader.

With the adoption of technology,
the rise of the tech-savvy
consumer, and a more
collaborative decision-making
process, social selling will soon
merge into the standard sales
process. It will no longer be ‘social
selling’, but rather just ‘selling’ -
another way to engage with
prospects, along the lines of
emailing or calling. 

I will conclude with a quote from
Erik Qualman, best-selling author
on Socialnomics: “We don’t have a
choice of whether we do social
media – the choice is how well we
do it.” So what are you waiting for?
See you on social!                            n
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Honestly, I never thought I would
hear those words—much less

hear them during a webinar
featuring Jon Miller, founder of
Marketo and the new account
based marketing automation
company, Engagio.

Miller compares marketing
automation to fishing with a net and
account based marketing (ABM) to
fishing with a spear. In his opinion,
funnels should not exist when the
target market is finite because you
cannot afford to lose ANY

prospects. Bravo! I couldn’t agree
more.

An Allbound Approach
Account based marketing is already
hot. However, there are some red
lights blinking on the dashboard
that should be monitored and not
ignored:

l  There are already a host of new
solutions that use phrases such as
“IP-based targeting” (ClickZ) and
“can reach more stakeholders than

ever, because you don’t have to
have buyers’ telephone numbers or
email addresses to expose them to
your marketing message”
(Sangram Vajre, Terminus).
l  SimplyCast states that “ABM
gives marketers the ability to target
accounts with real-time ads so you
don’t have to be placing ads on
hundreds of pages.”
l  According to Megan Heuer,
SiriusDecisions: ABM is a “sensible
evolution for the next phase of
marketing alignment and it works

“Demand generation [via marketing automation] is a highly efficient model for certain
kinds of businesses.”

Back to the Future: 
Account Based Marketing 



Dan McDade

well with the reality of the buyer’s
journey.”

What I like about the broad concept
of ABM is that it is taking us back to
a more balanced, allbound
approach rather than the recent
heavy focus on inbound marketing
(which I call “inbounditis”). 

The Best Process for ABM
The process for ABM that I like best
is discussed by Jon Miller, Craig
Rosenberg and Maria Pergolino on
June 12, 2015 in this webinar by
eCornell Presents and is
summarized as: 

1.  Identify the best target accounts
and contacts in those accounts.

2.  Create an outreach strategy
(that includes proactive outbound).

3.  Run campaigns.
4.  Review results.
5.  Optimize. 

However, I’m concerned that ABM
could turn into the same money-
hole that marketing automation
investments have ended up as—
and lead to marketing providing
more poor-quality leads to sales
faster than ever before. 

Keys to Success with ABM
In order to have the most success with
ABM keep in mind that ABM requires
careful identification of key targets
and multiple touches within each
target. ABM is, or at least should be:

l  A top down commitment
l  Intentional
l  Planned
l  Coordinated (between marketing

and sales) 
l  Personalized

Remember this:
l  There is no Holy Grail and there

are no easy solutions. 
l  Don’t be blinded by the hype. 
l  Test in the shallow end of the

pool before jumping right into the
deep end when looking at ABM
options.                                          n

Dan McDade is the Founder & President of
PointClear. Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

“It has been suggested (on numerous occasions
recently) that sales teams globally are being

encouraged to spend 80% of their time hunting for new
opportunities, and just 20% retaining and growing

existing clients/customers. Isn't this disproportionate?”
Your views?

Please share your opinion HERE
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She applied for a quantitative HR
role that promised to let her use

her skills and interest in solving
difficult employee-based challenges.
She was hired for this role. What’s
the problem you ask? HR won’t let
her do Data Science.

Over and over again she has
suggested a data science approach
to help solve employee focused
challenges that have plagued the

organization for years, and cost
many millions to the organization’s
bottom line. Over and over again
she is denied the ability to move
forward.

Her comment is that HR seems
to be scared or hesitant in moving
forward to a new way of solving
solutions. The real concern is that
the "reason" was not fully
discussed so she could learn.

Instead, she is asked to work on
generating monthly or weekly
reports that the organization has
grown addicted to. When she is
allowed to solve an interesting
problem using analytics, and
brilliantly does so, the executive HR
leadership won’t give it executive
visibility or implement it in
production. Results are found
“interesting” but not deployed.

I had yet another call today with a brilliant data scientist working inside of a Human
Resources Department of a major business. This HR data scientist has both a strong
analytics and predictive analytics background. She has a Bachelor’s Degree in Statistics
and a Master’s Degree in Predictive Analytics. She excels in R, math, predictive modeling,
machine learning and all things quantitative. She is also excited about applying data
science from other domains, to solve interesting workforce optimization challenges.

Stop Hiring Data Scientists Until
You’re Ready for Data Science



Greta Roberts 

Then, she’s back to generating
reports.

She isn’t alone. And, this blog
isn’t about one unique HR Data
Scientist. Not by a long shot. I hear
this all the time - thus this blog. As a
result, I also see brilliant HR data
scientists jumping from one
company to another. I can see it on
LinkedIn updates as brilliant HR
Data Scientists move from one
company to the other. I hear it in the
conversations I have with them
about why they left and their angst
before they leave.

My plea to HR (and any other
department hiring a Data
Scientist)? Stop hiring real Data
Scientists until you’re ready to do
real data science.

I think I understand some of the
problem. Perhaps the pressure on
HR to begin using an analytical
approach has led them to hire data
scientists, but when it comes to
actually using this approach it’s too
foreign, or scary or “not what we’ve
done before”. HR needs to learn
from these brilliant people they’re
bringing into their domain or stop
hiring them to begin with.

“Anyone can hire a Data
Scientist. Not every HR department
or organization is ready for data
science. Generating reports are not
analytics - even if they’re prettier or
faster reports. Dashboards are not

analytics even if they’re really pretty
dashboards. More than anyone, HR
should understand the devastating
impact of changing job description
on someone that’s been hired.”

Ironically, the Data Scientist hire
is perhaps one of the most brilliant
and strategic hires your HR
Department has ever made --
perhaps ever. But only if they let her
do what she was hired to do. HR
Data Scientists can help move HR
from being tactical to strategic,
using an analytics approach to
highlight never seen before
patterns, make decisions based on
data and the like. 

Tips on letting that brilliant HR
Data Scientist you hired be one of
your most brilliant hires:

1.  Assign Reporting to someone
else. It’s a very important task, but it
doesn’t require a Data Scientist.
Reporting will quickly bore them to
tears and they’ll resign.

2.  Don’t block them from talking
directly to your business areas. (I
often hear they have to go through
the HR Business Partner who
protects the business leader and
blocks them from access). Working
with the HR Business Partner of
course makes sense. Being
blocked by the HR Business
Partner doesn’t.

3.  Task HR Business Partners with
finding either high turnover roles or
low performance roles that your
Data Scientist can work to help

with. These are great projects for
your Data Scientist.

4.  Have them focus first on solving
business challenges (like Financial
Advisor turnover) not HR
challenges like Compliance Issues.
This will give visibility to the great
work they do and introduce HR's
new expertise to solving business
challenges that affect the bottom
line.

5.  When they complete an
analytics project, give them a
chance to talk and present the
results, regardless of the outcomes.
Did it help or not help? Don’t keep
the results inside of HR. 

6.  Admit that you’re a little nervous
about what they do. They’re
nervous about what you do too. 

7.  Trust your Data Scientist. Stop
being scared. You hired them
because they have an area of
expertise traditional HR doesn’t.
Embrace their area of expertise.
You need to trust their advice and
approach, or yes, they’ll leave.

And mostly, don’t hire a Data
Scientist if you’re not ready for Data
Science. If you thought you were
and you find out later you really
aren’t, let them know and let them
go. Be honest. Don’t put them in a
different role and block them as they
keep trying to be successful.           n
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Greta Roberts is the CEO & Co-founder of Talent
Analytics, Corp.  Find out more by visiting here.

She isn’t alone. And,
this blog isn’t about
one unique HR Data
Scientist. Not by a

long shot. 
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http://www.talentanalytics.com
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Let me give you an example. I’ve
been working with a supplier to

the Mining Industry recently and
Mining is an industry where safety
is front of mind for everyone. When
my clients’ Operations teams work
on site they start every working day

Your Sales Process is a preview of what it is going to be
like working with you. If you demonstrate your values you
will not only make the Sales Process a true reflection of
what the customer can expect, but you can use the
values to differentiate yourself from the competition.

Don't Talk About Your Values.
Demonstrate Them



Phil Kreindler

with a Safety Share, so the Sales
Team does the same. When they
visit a prospect they look for safety
issues on site and share them in a
tactful way with the prospect before
any sort of selling conversation
starts. I even joined in when I ran a
workshop with them. I told them
about the perils of driving an
unfamiliar vehicle in a foreign
country and they gave me some
excellent advice. 

For my client, this is a way of
demonstrating one of their
company values in the way they
sell. Showing the prospect how
they work is so much better than
just having a bullet point on a
company slide.

From values to behaviours
Most of your company values will
apply to the way solutions are
delivered to customers and will be
experienced by customers in the
implementation stage. So it is
particularly important that the Sales
Team makes themselves familiar

with the company values and builds
them into the way they work. The
aim is to move from presenting your
values to consciously thinking
about your values and turning them
into behaviours that become the
way you sell.

For instance, the US online shoe
sales giant Zappos has a huge
commitment to customer service.
The first of their core values is
‘Deliver WOW through service’.
The next is ‘Embrace and Drive
Change and the third is ‘Create Fun
and A Little Weirdness’. Almost all
their contact with customers is
through phone and email and
stories of exceptional customer
service are easy to find. For
instance, when a woman called
Zappos to return a pair of boots for
her husband because he died in a
car accident. The next day, she
received a flower delivery, which
the call centre rep had billed to the
company without checking with her
supervisor.

Hire values
Once your values are established
as behaviours you can start to
make them part of your selection
criteria when interviewing new
Sales Team members. Of course
you can mould new hires to some
extent, but it is far easier if people
are already aligned with some or all
of your values.

The same applies to sub
contractors. It’s no good setting
high expectations in the Sales
Process only to be let down by sub-

contracted individuals or
companies who fail to deliver
against your values. We work with
one of the world’s largest chemical
companies, who use large numbers
of sub contractors, but they are all
very aware of the parent company
values and their relationship with
the chemical giant depends on
them delivering against those
values.

Values – Behaviours - Sales
I understand you may not want to
start your meetings by warning
prospects about safety issues on
their premises or strive to deliver ‘a
little weirdness’ but there will be
aspects of your organisation and
your values that are unique. It is
well worthwhile identifying them
and building them into behaviours
that will make you stand out. And in
any sales situation, you should be
looking to act in ways that reflect
your values.

Your competitors will be able
copy product innovations and
match prices relatively easily but it
is much harder to match values that
are built into the way you sell.

Ask yourself
l  Does your organisation have

clearly defined values?
l  Are those values reflected in the

way you sell?
l  Do you ensure those values are

held by new hires and sub
contractors?                                  n
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Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here.

I understand you may
not want to start your
meetings by warning

prospects about safety
issues on their

premises or strive to
deliver ‘a little

weirdness’ but there
will be aspects of your
organisation and your

values that are unique. 
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Book & Contributor of the Week

Roles and Responsibilities
Ms. Bova's area of specialization
includes the development of
comprehensive sales strategies,
such as channel program
development and optimization,
go-to-market transformation, and
the impact that cloud will have on
traditional sales initiatives. 

She was the recipient of
Gartner's Thought Leadership
Award in 2013 for her work on the
Future of IT Sales and continues
to be the core team lead on the

topic of sales and go-to-market
innovation with technology
providers around the globe. 

Ms. Bova helps technology
companies improve the way they
take their products to market in
order to capture new growth
opportunities and win in the eyes
of the customer. 

In addition, she conducts
significant public speaking at
major industry events and
publishing in leading industry
periodicals on these topics.

Previous Experience
Ms. Bova has 15 years of
experience in the IT industry. Prior
to joining Gartner, she was
responsible for the strategy and
execution of indirect channel
programs and sales revenue for
Gateway's Professional Business
Unit. Previously, she led sales,
marketing and channel strategies
for Web hosting, managed
services and dedicated hosting
companies such as Interland
(Web.com and Peer 1) and Affinity
Internet and professional services
sales organizations for
Inacom/Vanstar and Sprint.           n

Act Like a Sales Pro was a finalist for TOP SALES
AND MARKETING BOOK OF 2011 and featured on
the cover of Ken Blanchard's Sales and Service
Excellence Magazine and Julie Hansen's articles have
appeared across the globe.

Acting is the ultimate form of persuasion. Now you
can learn the methods that great actors use to engage
and inspire clients and win more sales than you
dreamed possible! Act Like a Sales Pro shows you how
acting and improved skills can enhance your own
selling style, make you stand out in an increasingly
competitive marketplace, and create a memorable
buying experience. Easy-to-follow steps, exercises,
and real-world coaching sessions help you move
confidently from cold-calling to closing by applying
techniques that have produced some of Hollywood's
most compelling stars. A breakthrough approach to
delivering the sales performance of your life!
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Tiffani Bova - Top Contributor of the Week
VP Distinguished Analyst at Gartner

Tiffani Bova is a VP and Distinguished Analyst with Gartner Research
and part of the Tech Go-to-Market Team. 

See what other readers thought and buy here
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Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Did I Do My Best? 
by Colleen Stanley

As many of you know, I am an avid
reader and like to share great
books with clients and colleagues.
My new favorite is Triggers by
author and executive coach
Marshall Goldsmith. He shares a lot
of great ideas and tools on how to
be a more effective in both your
professional and personal life.  

Here is one of my favorites tools
shared in his book.   At the end of
each day, ask yourself a series of
“Did I do my best” questions to
evaluate how you are showing up
every day.   It’s an active question
that gets to the heart of whether
you’re showing up ‘all in’ or simply

coasting through life.  
Here are a few questions to

consider:

l  Did I do my best to add value to
every client interaction?

l  Did I do my best to invest time in
pre-call planning to insure the
meeting was valuable for the
prospect and me?

l  Did I do my best to eliminate
excuses and take personal
accountability for my success?

l  Did I do my best to improve an
emotional intelligence skill or
hard selling skill?

Read More Here u

“Let’s open a can of worms!” my
client exclaimed. “Be careful what
you wish for,” I thought to myself.

It is exciting to move forward
with a new initiative for your
business. You have observed lack
of performance optimization (a
polite way of saying dysfunction) for
so long, you can taste it.  As a
member of the C-Suite or General
Management, you know something
has to change.

Sometimes you are just not sure
what.

Sales are flat or, alternatively,
your regional sales team just blew

another quarterly quota target.
Perhaps you are doing business in
a legacy manner. Alternatively, you
sense you are poised for growth.
Then again, your engineers are
giving away billable time as ad hoc
consultants for peers who call them
with a “problem” (which is
interpreted as an opportunity for
business).

Regardless of the scenario, you
are stuck where you are. Your
people are stuck where they are.
Your business is stuck, as well.

So you bring in another ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Let’s Open Another Can of Worms! 
by Babette Ten Haken

Read More Here u
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
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